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A phenomenological thermodynamic theory of ferroelectric thin films epitaxially grown on cubic
substrates is developed using a new form of the thermodynamic potential, which corresponds to the a
tual mechanical boundary conditions of the problem. For single-domain BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 films, the
“misfit-temperature” phase diagrams are constructed. It is found that the 2D clamping of the films, apar
from a shift of the temperature of the ferroelectric transition, results in a change of its order. A change
of the sequence of the phases and the appearance of phases forbidden in the bulk crystals are predic
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During the past decade, ferroelectric thin films attract
considerable attention of physicists. On one hand, th
ferroelectric, dielectric, and piezoelectric properties we
found to be promising for microelectronic and microme
chanical applications [1]. On the other hand, the physic
properties of ferroelectric thin films were found to be sub
stantially different from those of bulk ferroelectrics. Bot
experimental [2,3] and theoretical [4–8] studies identifie
several phenomena which occur in thin films due to si
effects or the pseudo-2D nature of the object. However,
to now, no adequate thermodynamic theory was develop
despite several attempts made in this direction [9–1
The point is that all of these studies do not allow for th
actual mechanical boundary conditions existing in a th
film epitaxially grown on a substrate.

In this Letter, a new form of the thermodynamic po
tential is derived and used to develop phase diagrams
epitaxial single-domain thin films of two classical perov
skite ferroelectrics—BaTiO3 (BT) and PbTiO3 (PT). The
dielectric properties of the films are analyzed and relat
to those of a system with two coupled instabilities—ferro
electric and structural [13].

We consider here only films with thicknessesh much
larger than the ferroelectric correlation length, i.e., pra
tically films with h . 50 nm. In this case, the “mi-
croscopic” size effects similar to those considered
Refs. [4,8] may be neglected. We also do not discuss so
macroscopic effects additional to the mechanical clampi
of the film. However, our theory provides the basis fo
the analysis of these effects. For example, it is straig
forward to show that the depolarizing-field-induced shi
of the transition temperature [7] can be easily incorporat
into it.

First, let us find the thermodynamic potential which min
ima correspond to the equilibrium thermodynamic states
a thin film epitaxially grown on a substrate. Since the
are no tractions acting on the free surface of the film, t
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stressess3, s4, ands5 must be zero on this surface. (We
use the Voigt matrix notation and the rectangular Cart
sian frame of reference with thex3 axis perpendicular to
the film/substrate interface.) On the other hand, the l
tice matching between the film and a thick substrate im
plies that the in-plane strainsu1, u2, and u6 of the film
at the film/substrate interface are totally controlled by th
substrate, which is assumed to be sufficiently thick.
the considered case of a single-crystalline single-dom
film, internal elastic fields are homogeneous so that t
above conditions hold throughout the film volume. Fo
these “mixed” mechanical conditions, clearly, the minim
of the standard elastic Gibbs functionG [10] (with polar-
ization and stress used as independent variables) do
correspond to the equilibrium thermodynamic states (th
are associated with the equilibrium thermodynamic sta
at fixed stresses). It is easy to show that, for the discus
2D-clamping case, the sought thermodynamic potentia
given by the following Legendre transformation ofG

G̃  G 1 u1s1 1 u2s2 1 u6s6 . (1)

This is a general expression for the thermodynamic pote
tial of a thin ferroelectric film on a thick substrate.

In this paper, we consider the case of a (001) ferr
electric thin film epitaxially grown in a cubic paraelectric
phase on a cubic (001) substrate. In this case, eviden
u1  u2 and u6  0. If the film/substrate interface is
commensurate [14], thenu1  u2 ; um, where the mis-
fit strain um  sb 2 a0dyb can be calculated from the
substrate lattice parameterb and the equivalent cubic cell
constanta0 of the free standing film. If some interface
relaxation takes place, the real substrate lattice param
ter b should be replaced in this equation by the effectiv
substrate lattice parameterbp [15]. One can find the final
form of G̃s $P, um, Td by using Eq. (1) and the well-known
expression for the elastic Gibbs function of a “cubic
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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ferroelectric [16]:
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where all of the stress components should be eliminat
with the aid of the aforementioned mechanical condition
in the film: ≠Gy≠s1  ≠Gy≠s2  2um, ≠Gy≠s6  0,
ands3  s4  s5  0.

The knowledge of the potential̃Gs $P, um, T d as a func-
tion of temperatureT , polarizationPi, and misfit strain
um enables the complete thermodynamic description
the films in question, including thesum, T d-phase dia-
gram for the single-domain state. We have calculated th
phase diagram for BT and PT films using the paramete
[17] of the elastic Gibbs function, which were taken from
Refs. [16,18–21].

The 2D clamping, evidently, lowers the symmetry of th
paraelectric phase from cubic to tetragonal. As a resu
five low-temperature phases become possible in the fi
instead of three in the bulk material. For these five phas
ed
s
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we introduce the following notation: (i) thec phase, where
P3 fi 0 andP1  P2  0; (ii) the a phase, whereP1 fi 0
andP3  P2  0; (iii) the ac phase, whereP1 fi 0, P3 fi

0, and P2  0; (iv) the aa phase, whereP1  P2 fi 0
andP3  0; and (v) ther phase, whereP1  P2 fi 0 and
P3 fi 0. To determine equilibrium thermodynamic state
of the BT and PT films, we calculated all of the minim
of G̃s $P, um, T d with respect to the components of th
polarization and then selected the phase which correspo
to minimum minimorum. We found that, in PT, thea and
ac phases are always unstable, whereas, in BT, only
a phase is unstable at all investigated temperatures
values of the misfit strain. The phase diagrams show
the stability ranges of the remaining equilibrium states a
presented in Fig. 1.

In order to explain these diagrams, we discuss the th
modynamic potential̃Gs $P, um, T d, which can be written as
G̃  ap
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It can be seen that the mechanical 2D clamping ren
malizes the second-order and the fourth-order polarizat
terms. The values of the renormalized fourth-order coe
ficients for BT and PT are shown in Table I, where th
nonrenormalized coefficients (a11 and a12) are given in
parentheses for comparison.

From the analysis of Eqs. (3), the following features o
the phase transitions in BT and PT films can be singled o

(i) The phase transition from the paraelectric state
single-domain ferroelectric states is of the second order
BT and PT films (instead of the first order in bulk crysta
[21]). This is due to the positive sign of the coefficient
ap

11, ap
12, andap

33 (see Table I) [22].
(ii) This transition takes place at temperatur

Tc  maxfT1, T3g, T3 and T1 being the temperatures
at which the paraelectric phase loses its stability wi
respect to the appearance ofP3 and P1  P2. Setting
ap

1  0 and ap
3  0, with the aid of Eqs. (3), we find
r-
on
f-
e

f
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to
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s
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T3  T0 1 2C´0
2Q12

s11 1 s12
um ,

T1  T0 1 2C´0
Q11 1 Q12

s11 1 s12
um ,

(4)

where C and ´0 are the Curie-Weiss constant and th
dielectric susceptibility of the vacuumfs2C´0d21 
≠a1y≠T g. Because in PT and BTQ11 1 Q12 is positive
whereasQ12 is negative,Tc is always higher than the
Curie-Weiss temperatureT0 of the bulk material. This
explains a “seagull” shape of the transition lineTcsumd.
The results (i) and (ii) differ qualitatively from that of
Ref. [10] where, for the same system, a monotonical mis
dependence of the first-order ferroelectric phase transit
temperature was predicted.

(iii) The phase diagrams of BT and PT are very di
ferent with respect to the transitions between vario
1989
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FIG. 1. Phase diagrams of (001) single-domain BaTiO3 (a)
and PbTiO3 (b) thin films epitaxially grown on different
cubic substrates providing various misfit strainsum in the
heterostructures. The second- and first-order phase transiti
are shown by thin and thick lines, respectively. The quadrup
and triple points atum  0 correspond to the Curie-Weiss
temperatures of these materials in the bulk form.

low-temperature ferroelectric phases (see Fig. 1). In t
case of BT, at the pointsT  T0, um  0d four phases
meet (quadruple point), and in the vicinity of this point the
diagram looks like a simple superposition of the tw
independent transition lines corresponding to the a
pearance ofP1  P2 and P3. In contrast, for PT, the
point sT  T0, um  0d is a triple point. This differ-
ence can be explained by analyzing the interaction b
tween the polarizationsP1  P2 and P3, which play, in
our problem, the role of two order parameters linked b
the nonlinear coupling termap

13sP2
1 1 P2

2dP2
3 . Following

Ref. [13], we evaluate the strength of this interaction b
the dimensionless parameterw  ap

13y
p

s2ap
11 1 ap

12dap
33.

From the numerical values given in the table, it fol
TABLE I. Parameters ofP4 terms of the renormalized thermodynamic potential of BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 thin films epitaxially
grown on a cubic substrate.

Units for a’s 108 m5yFC2 ap
11 ap

33 ap
12 ap

13 w  ap
13y

p
s2ap

11 1 ap
12dap

33

BaTiO3 sT  110 ±Cd 4.9 s22.4d 0.9 s22.4d 0.15 (4.9) 20.24 (4.9) 20.08
PbTiO3 4.2 s20.73d 0.5 s20.73d 7.3 (7.5) 4.5 (7.5) 1.6
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lows that, in BT, w is very small in the vicinity of
the quadruple point. This indicates a minor role o
the discussed interaction so that theP1- and P3-related
phase transitions appear to be virtually independent
least near this point. In PT,w is positive and larger
than unity. Accordingly, there is a substantial interactio
between two competing order parameters, i.e., in th
presence of one of them, the spontaneous appeara
of the other is energetically less favorable or eve
impossible. This strong interaction leads to the elimi
nation of the mixedr phase in PT in the vicinity of the
sT  T0, um  0d point, which becomes a triple one here
instead of a quadruple point in BT.

(iv) In PT films at low temperatures, the 2D clamping
stabilizes theaa phase and ther phase with two and three
nonzero components of the polarization, which do not exi
in a free bulk crystal [16]. Theaa phase is orthorhombic,
whereas ther phase is a monoclinic.

(v) An interesting feature of the phase diagram ob
tained for BT is that, at zero misfit strain, the predicte
temperature-driven phase transformation in the film
qualitatively different from that occurring in the bulk crys-
tal. This fact can be explained as follows. From in
spection of Eqs. (3), it can be seen that the effect of 2
clamping is twofold. The mismatch between the substra
lattice parameterb and the lattice constanta0 of the para-
electric phase is responsible for the splitting of the insta
bility temperature and its shift [see the dependence ofap

1
and ap

3 on um in Eqs. (3)]. On the other hand, the 2D
clamping suppresses the in-plane film strains, which r
sults in a renormalization of theP4 terms. This renormal-
ization changes the order of the paraelectric to ferroelectr
phase transition in BT films and influences the type of th
low-temperature phase. Since, according to Eqs. (3), t
renormalization is independent of the misfit strainum,
the phase transformation in a thin film may be altered eve
at um  0.

Consider now the dielectric properties of epitaxial films
In a conventional setup, the electric field is orthogonal t
the film surfaces so that it does not interact directly wit
the in-plane componentsP1  P2 of polarization. Thus,
in this situation,P1 should be considered as a “purely struc
tural” order parameter. At the same time, the instabilit
temperatures, which correspond to the appearance of
in-plane P1  P2 and out-of-planeP3 polarizations on
cooling, are different [c.f. Eqs. (4)]. All in all, we may
conclude that, with respect to the observed dielectric r
sponse´33, the behavior of thin films is equivalent to
that of a system with two coupled instabilities (ferro-
electric and structural). The analysis of this system [13
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showed that, depending on the parameters of the thermo
namic potential, it can display a rich spectrum of dielectri
properties ranging from normal ferroelectric to antiferro
electric behavior [13,23] or trigger phase transitions [24
Thus, epitaxial thin films may demonstrate the aforeme
tioned variety of dielectric properties. For BT and PT
the following anomalies of́ 33 are expected at the transi-
tion lines shown in Fig. 1: (i) At the paraelectric/c-phase,
the aa-phase/ac-phase, and theaa-phase/r-phase transi-
tion lines,´33 should exhibit a Curie-Weiss-type anomaly
in both the temperature and misfit strain dependences [s
the expression forap

3 in Eqs. (3)]. Depending on the ex-
ternal conditions, the anomaly can have the features c
responding to the second or first order ferroelectric pha
transitions. Figure 2 shows this anomaly for BT in the cas
of the first order phase transition. (ii) The paraelectric/aa-
phase transition as a “structural” one results in a change
slope of thé 33sT d and´33sumd dependences. (iii) thec-
phase/ac-phase,c-phase/r-phase, andac-phase/r-phase
transitions should be considered as structural transitio
between two polar phases. Even when being of the seco
order such transition should give a jump of´33 on crossing
the transition line [13]. (For BT, in the case illustrated b
Fig. 2, this jump equals 8.)

In summary, a new form of the thermodynamic poten
tial consistent with the mechanical conditions in epitax
ial thin films was developed. Using this potential, th
“temperature-misfit strain” phase diagrams for epitaxia
single-domain BaTiO3 and PbTiO3 ferroelectric thin films
were calculated and the dielectric response of these film
was analyzed. A drastic difference between the the
modynamic properties of thin films and bulk crystals i
predicted.

When this paper was finished, we became aware
the article [25] where the phase transitions in a BaTiO3

epitaxial thin film were theoretically studied. In some
points, the results of that paper are consistent with ou
but there is a difference in others.

FIG. 2. Calculated dependence of the electric permittivity´33
of epitaxial (001) single-domain BaTiO3 films on the misfit
strainum at room temperature.
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